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There are a number of people who have desire to explore the most wonderful state of in India is
Rajasthan. It is the biggest state of India in term of area. Rajasthan is one of the most sought after
and enchanting tourist destinations of North India. There are number of places to explore in
Rajasthan. Tourists cannot explore all hot destinations of Rajasthan without a proper tour package.
There are a number of different tour packages, which are available to tour in Rajasthan.

Wildlife tour package: if you want to explore a number of species of animals and birds, wildlife tour
package is the best for you. With the help of Rajasthan tour, you can get a great enjoyment of your
trip to India. This tour package will take you to prominent national parks of Rajasthan and nearby
attraction. Here, tourists can explore Ranthambhore National Park, Keoladeo National Park, Sariska
National Park and Desert National Park and so forth.

Cultural tour package: This tour package is the best for those people who have desire to explore
some rural areas of Rajasthan so that you can acquaint with the eternal cultural value of Rajasthan.

Colorful Rajasthan tour package: This tour package is the best for those people who have desire to
explore all prominent destinations of Rajasthan for sightseeing. You can visit prominent cities of the
place to get an overview of glory of Rajasthan.

Fort and Palace tour package: with the help of this tour package, you can get a great opportunity to
explore the most prominent forts and palaces of different cities of Rajasthan. There are a number of
of the famous forts and palaces of Rajasthan such as Amber Fort, Jaigarh Fort, City Palace, Hawa
Mahal â€“in Jaipur, Mehrangarh Junagarh Fort â€“in Bikaner, Chittorgarh Fort, Lake Palace â€“in Udaipur,
Fort, Jaswant Thada, Umaid Bhawan Palace â€“in Jodhpur and so forth.

Historical tour package: with the help of this tour package, you can explore all destinations and town
of Rajasthan. Here, you can visit historical forts, monuments and other sites of the place.

Desert circuit tour: with the help of Rajasthan tour packages, you can explore the most famous
destinations of Rajasthan tour such as Jaisalmer, Bikaner, pushkar, Jodhpur and so on. Here, you
can also interior of Thar Desert where you can get panoramic view of golden landscape and exotic
sand dunes. So what you are thinking now just opts for Rajasthan tour and makes your life
memorable for long time.
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